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Utusan’s
report

unsubstantiated
irresponsible

It endangers interfaith relations, say four media watchdogs

e, the undersigned civil
society organisations,
condemn the irresponsible Utusan Malaysia reporting over an alleged call from
Christian pastors to change
Malaysia’s “official religion” to
Christianity.

W

On 7 May 2011, Utusan Malaysia
published a front-page story
“Kristian Agama Rasmi?” that relied on ‘information’ provided by
the blogs, Bigdog and Marahku,
without verifying it, nor identifying their authors. The blogs themselves did not state how the ‘information’ was obtained – i.e.
whether directly heard at the
meeting where Penang politician

Notwithstanding this, Utusan
Malaysia chose to run this as a
front-page report, no less, and in
so doing, gave the unverified story
the credibility it did not deserve.

itself – the pastors who allegedly
made this call – were not interviewed. The Christian meeting’s
organisers, which included the
National Evangelical Christian
Fellowship (NECF), had already
denied the allegations of such a
call being made in a statement
published in the online media.
Utusan Malaysia did not refer to
this statement at all, nor was there
any indication that any attempts
were made to seek clarification
from the pastors, NECF or any
other Christian organisations.

Further, the front-page story only
quoted Ooi denying the allegation
that he had sponsored the meeting. The subjects of the allegation

The denial was only reported on
9 May and even then, Utusan Malaysia continued to seek responses
to the issue, from the prime minis-

Jeff Ooi was present or from secondary sources who were there.
Utusan Malaysia also did not offer
an explanation for not naming
these sources. The use of anonymous sources – usually, in consideration of the sources’ safety –
must be publicly justified.
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

Our cover story looks at the state of media in the
light of Utusan Malaysia’s appalling unverified
front page story stoking fears of a ‘Christian state’.
Four media watchdog groups have expressed serious concern. Mustafa K Anuar then recalls how the
same daily ushered in World Press Freedom Day in
early May by booting out the president of the National Union of Journalists. Under such trying circumstances, it might be more appropriate to holler,
“May Day! May Day!”
Of late there has been talk of setting up a media
council. Zaharom Nain asserts that a council with
teeth is needed to hold the media accountable to the
rakyat.. The repressive legal environment and increasing concentration of media ownership have to
be tackled as well. In the meantime, ordinary people
must reclaim the media and help them to restore
their dignity, says the Centre for Independent Journalism. Civil society too has a role to play in widening the space for discourse, This can be done by
organising ‘fun’ events that appeal to the broader
public such as the recent walk against sexual crimes
in Penang, write Manual Holler and Florian Ladage.
Our back cover story puts the focus on Sarawak.
Andrew Aeria reveals that Sarawak PKR, despite
picking up just three seats, actually did quite well
under the circumstances. Our other Sarawak correspondent looks at the state of poverty in Sarawak
and discovers that wiping out poverty should not
cost all that much. Meanwhile Lim Swee Bin interviews Mark Bujang to find out the real extent of deforestation in Sarawak. In this context, an historic
and ground-breaking law in Bolivia that bestows
Nature with rights should be of great interest.
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Najib
Razak

Zahid
Hamidi

comments give further undue
gravitas to the ‘discourse’ arising
from what was a non-issue to begin with.
The fact that Utusan Malaysia is
continuing to spin more stories
from a completely unverified report implies mischief on their part,
since there is a danger of various
communities reacting further and
inflaming an essentially emotive
issue. Already, there are at least
seven police reports lodged in response to what was mere rumour.
Accuracy and verification are an
integral part of journalism.
Sources must be named as a measure of accountability on the part
of both sources and journalists
and to allow readers to judge for
themselves whether the information provided is true.
In passing off unverified informa-

Hishammuddin
Hussein

tion as fact and failing to quote
the pastors against whom accusations were being made, Utusan
Malaysia has failed these basic
principles of journalism. Not reporting NECF’s side of the story
was not only unethical and irresponsible but also deliberately
misleading.
We call on journalists and civil
society to speak up and reject unethical practices which cast journalism in a bad light and bring
further erosion of public trust of
the mainstream media. We must
hold Utusan Malaysia accountable
for these flagrant violations of
media ethics.
Centre for Independent Journalism
Charter2000-Aliran
1 Muted Malaysia
Writers’ Alliance for Media
Independence
9 May 2011

CIJ is a non-profit organisation that aspires for a society
that is democratic, just and free, where all peoples will enjoy
free media and the freedom to express, seek and impart information. cijmalaysia.org
Charter2000-Aliran is a group committed to striving for
media freedom in Malaysia through the promotion of a media charter to raise public awareness.

ter, defence minister and home
minister. Najib Razak called for
“calm”, Zahid Hamidi called for
political parties not to politicise
religious issue, Hishammuddin
Hussein said if the allegations are
true, this is very “serious”, and
Selangor Pas Youth said if the allegations were true, people
should remember Islam’s status in
the Federal Constitution as the
religion of the federation. These

WAMI is a group of writers for the Chinese-language media
in Malaysia, which aims to defend and promote media independence for freer public discussion and wider democratic space. It was formed by about 90 writers who quit
writing for the mainstream Chinese media in May 2001 in
protest over the coerced takeover of the non-partisan
Nanyang Press by the Malaysian Chinese Association
(MCA), a ruling coalition member party.
1 Muted Malaysia is a citizens’ initiative in response to the
shrinking public space for expression as evidenced by a
series of book bans, sackings and arrests involving writers,
media practitioners and artists.
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“ M a y D a y ! ” fo r M a l a y s i a ’ s
press
freedom
One Malaysian daily ushered in World Press Freedom Day by
booting out the National Union of Journalists president Hata
Wahari. Under such trying circumstances, Mustafa K Anuar
suggests it might be more appropriate to holler, “May Day!
May Day!”
May is World Press Freedom Day (WPFD). But
it’s not really an occasion for us Malaysians to
celebrate because we simply don’t
have any good reason to do so.

3

(NUJ) president Hata Wahari for
having exercised his duty as the
head of Malaysia’s journalistic
fraternity.

More embarrassingly, Malaysia is
now one notch lower than
Singapore’s, a country that is not
known for press freedom!

The newspaper management
should acknowledge Hata’s right
and responsibility as NUJ president to express deep concerns
about journalistic professionalism in Malaysia as well as
Utusan’s controversial reporting
of late. Hata’s professional concerns should have instead been
appreciated by any journalist or
newspaper management worth
their salt.

As if to usher in WPFD, the controversial Utusan Malaysia has
seen it fit to send yesterday the letter of dismissal to employee and
National Union of Journalists

The newspaper’s pathetic action
suggests an inability or, worse,
refusal to appreciate freedom of
expression even among journalists and employees, let alone

“Why?” you might ask. For one
thing, Malaysia’s press freedom
ranking plummeted last year to
141st position, 10 rungs lower
than that of the previous year.

members of the general public.
Of late, mainstream media, including newspapers, seem to have
found the ‘freedom’ to report passionately lurid issues such as the
sex video scandal that allegedly
implicates Parliamentary Opposition Leader Anwar Ibrahim. They
have even paraded segments of
the video clip on their front pages.
What is unjust is that the maligned
party is seldom given the right of
reply. And even when the right of
reply is given, the space is limited.
These dailies, in their reporting of
the sex video episode, have given
a new twist to the journalistic term
normally associated with investigative journalism, i.e. ‘expose’.
Obviously, such despicable reporting will not improve the so-

Malaysia’s press freedom ranking plummeted
last year to 141st position, 10 rungs lower
than that of the previous year.
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dency for biased reporting, giving
an edge to the Barisan Nasional
and its friends over Pakatan
Rakyat, government critics and
other concerned Malaysians.
Online newspapers are not spared
either whether it is indirect censorship or even political harassment despite repeated high-level
assurances of non-censorship of
the Internet.
In the meantime, restrictive laws
associated with curbs on press
freedom and freedom of expression – such as the Printing Presses
and Publications Act, the Official
Secrets Act, the Sedition Act and
the Internal Security Act – are still
intact. Moreover, the ownership
and control of the mainstream
media are very much in the grips
of the ruling BN and its economic
allies.

cial and professional standing of
the newspapers concerned.
If anything, these newspapers
appear to be competing to be in
the same league as the likes of
Britain’s News of the World, known
for its racy and sensationalist reporting.
And when they’re not in the

mood to adorn their pages with
sexy stuff, some of these dailies
tend to fill in the deafening void
with half-truths and distortions of
reality especially in the run-up to
many of the elections held in the
country, the latest being the one
in Sarawak.
At best, certain sections of the
mainstream media have a ten-

Under these trying circumstances in Malaysia’s media industry, would it not be more
appropriate to holler, “May
Day! May Day!”? q

Aliran assistant secretary Mustafa K Anuar is
coordinator of Charter
2000-Aliran, a citizens’
media initiative.

Mainstream media, seem to have found the
‘freedom’ to report passionately lurid issues
such as the sex video scandal that allegedly
implicates Parliamentary Opposition Leader
Anwar Ibrahim.
Aliran Monthly : Vol.31(4) Page 6
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Who

minds

the

minders?

Power and a Malaysian media council
by Zaharom Nain
Journalists are those who make a living reporting
the news, bringing to our attention events and information that warrant their effort.
(Local, naïve, internet columnist)
It is not enough for journalists to see themselves as
mere messengers without understanding the hidden
agendas of the message and myths that surround it.
(John Pilger)

ome years ago, in 2000
in fact, I wrote a polemical piece titled ‘Hacks
and Hussies’ with the
subtitle ‘how much cruder and
more vulgar can the Malaysian
mainstream media become?’ It
was published as the lead article
for Aliran Monthly (AM Vol. 20
No.1).

S

tention of Anwar Ibrahim.
AM2000:20(1)

Given the limited readership of
Aliran Monthly, certainly among
Malaysia’s finest scribes, there
were, I believe just two responses
to my piece, both from committed
journalists who insisted that there
were still good journalists around

The title, indeed the whole article,
referred to the men and women in
the Malaysian mainstream media.
The aim was to provoke the mainstream journalists then – at least
those few who bothered to read
Aliran Monthly – to rise above their
increasing mediocrity at a time
when the Asian meltdown was
beginning to take effect socially
and politically in the region. Indeed, a time when change was
beginning to take place around
the region and, certainly, also at
home, with the dismissal and deAliran Monthly : Vol.31(4) Page 7

– which wasn’t the point I was
trying to make – and that there
were bad journalists too in the alternative and oppositional media
– which also wasn’t the point I
was trying to make.

Malaysian

journalists

The point I was trying to make
then, as is the first point I am trying to make here, is a simple one:
that there are good and bad Malaysian journalists or, more to the
point, that there are committed
journalists and there are self-serving propagandists or, to use a
more current term, ‘spin doctors’.
My fear then – indeed my fear now
- was that the `bad’ were fast outnumbering the `good’ in our
mainstream media (both in the
press and broadcasting).
Thankfully, in the context of Malaysia, the internet had come into
the picture by then, especially
with the launching of the Multimedia Super Corridor in 1996
and, of course the accompanying
Bill of Guarantees, in which
Mahathir’s regime then promised
not to censor the internet.
So, what we’ve been experiencing
over the past decade or so is the
emergence and development of
the internet news media, initially
and, arguably, even now, most
popularly represented by the
news portal, Malaysiakini, supple-

mented by ever-increasing new
kids on the block, such as the nowestablished Malaysian Insider and
the more recent Free Malaysia Today. And these organisations, over
the period, are increasingly being
joined by more personal, individual, but nonetheless informative and well-argued blogs, such
as Anil Netto and Uppercaise. Of
course, on the other hand, the new
media
has
also
enabled
unsavoury characters to crawl
out of their computer hard drives,
hell-bent on upholding the status
quo, right or wrong.
Indeed, rather than the new media being purely the site of dissent
and insurgent views, it would
perhaps be more accurate, in the
Malaysian context, to recognise
the new media as providing a site
for struggle; the struggle of dissenting views; a more open arena,
providing a more level playing
field.
Clearly, then, any proposal to establish a media council in Malaysia would certainly have to seriously take into consideration the
increasingly central role played
by internet news gatherers and

opinion givers, if not leaders. This
notwithstanding, the proposal for
a Malaysian media council would
also need to learn a bit from earlier discussions and the related
power relations influencing these
discussions.

Government-led
media
council?
The case for and against the setting up of a media council in Malaysia, to my knowledge, more often than not, has been couched in
language that leads us to believe
that there are possibly a couple of
scenarios.
The first scenario paints a cosy
picture. On the one hand, according to this view, we have a bunch
of truly committed, independentminded journalists or, more, media professionals (including journalists and broadcasters) and, on
the other, a benign government
that wants to enhance their professionalism by ‘helping’ them to
regulate themselves through statesanctioned regulations, even
laws. Laugh, as some of us may,
at this scenario, rest assured that
there are so-called journalists
(and even media academics) in
Malaysia, very senior ones at that,
who see this as the way forward
for a viable Malaysian media
council.
Based on the misconception, a
feudal misconception even, that
governments cannot do wrong,
these senior journalists would
rather the government determine
the shape and structure of such a
council. More recently, even some
government MPs, including a
minister, have taken this line. Indeed, the minister concerned, Information, Communication and
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Culture Minister Rais Yatim, was
reported by the national news
agency, Bernama, to have said:
The council would be a platform and
forum to forge goodwill and relationship between the government and the
media through formulated meetings
three times a year. It would also be a
medium for the government and the
media to discuss and share ideas and
plan the development and transformation of the media.
For him, ‘The setting up of the council is expected to comprise all the government industries involved or related to the media, including print,
electronic, new media, internet,
bloggers, media organisations and
non-governmental organisations
(NGOs)’.(Bernama.com, 28 March
2011).
Also recently, after a panel discussion at a local university, UiTM,
there was a fairly lengthy exchange in, surprise, surprise, the
Utusan Malaysia (UM), between
Universiti Petronas academic,
Ahmad Murad Merican, the CEO
of the Malaysian Press Institute
(MPI), and former UM bigwig
Chamil Wariya and UM’s Zaini
Hassan on the viability of a Malaysian Media Council. Once
again, reading through the exchange, what’s disconcerting,
though quite predictable, is the
constant reference to the Malaysian government, indeed the Malaysian cabinet, as the final arbiter, even at the preliminary stage
of deciding on whether such a
council will or will not be set up.

Or, media council
accountable to the
Rakyat?
It is mind-boggling that, given the

outright refusal of the regime to
consider appeals to amend, let
alone repeal, the Printing Presses
and Publications Act (PPPA), we
still have individuals who call
themselves journalists and academics kissing up to the regime.
This, indeed, has been the sore
point for many independentminded journalists, academics
and civil society organisations
who, rightly, point out that there
are so many unnecessary and undemocratic controls in place already on the Malaysian media
and that a media council formulated by government-friendly
organisations and subject to the
approval of the government
would only lead to another layer
of control.
This leads me to the second scenario, one that believes that the
principal aim of a media council
would be to provide the Malaysian public with the means to
hold the media (press and broadcasting) accountable for their actions – their reportage and their
depictions of individuals and
groups. Such a council would enable those hard done by the me-
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dia to seek redress.
Of course such a council would
then be looking at the question
of media ethics as well. And
given what has been happening
in
and
to
our
news
organisations, given the rot that
has set in, given the racism and
bigotry that has become commonplace indeed acceptable in
these organisations for almost
30 years at least, I would hope
readers will share my belief, to
paraphrase Sam Cooke, that a
change has got to come.
I would like now to turn quickly
to what I consider to be the main
constraints and issues that will
need to be addressed and negotiated by those wishing to develop
a credible Malaysian media council. The first of these is the legal
environment.

Coercive laws and
censorship
There’s an old, running joke about
freedom in Malaysia that goes
something like this: in Malaysia
there’s freedom of speech, but no
freedom after speech.

Then there’s the Official Secrets
Act (OSA)(1972), that contains
some really James Bond-type jargon such as ‘foreign agent’, ‘munitions of war’, ‘spying’ and
‘armed forces’. The OSA basically
enables the government – and its
officers – to determine the sensitivity (and level of secrecy) of government documents.

And, as with many enduring
jokes, there’s more than an element of truth in this one. After all,
you may say – or write, film or
broadcast – as many critical
things as you may want to about
the regime and its cronies, but, as
sure as hell, there are a slew of
laws out there just waiting to
pounce on you just after you do.
Indeed, heading the pecking order is the Internal Security Act
(ISA). A relic from the ‘good old
days’, the ISA was initially aimed
at weeding out and destroying the
then ‘communist insurgents’
deemed to be anti-national and a
threat to national security.

blogger. The ‘marvel’ of the ISA in
this modern, democratic era is that
it allows indefinite detention without trial, unlimited incarceration
without your defence being called.
Hard on the heels of the ISA are
other equally jolly acts like the
Sedition Act (1948) which, among
other things, will allow you to be
punished by the courts for uttering or printing, publishing, selling, reproducing or distributing
‘seditious publications’.

Of course, as we all know, the communists have long since gone
(with the possible exception of
poor old Chin Peng, who’s now
not even allowed to come back
home either to visit or to die), so
they are now as much of a threat
as the Boogie Man.
But the ISA remains – and has
been abused on numerous occasions to silence politicians, critical academics, members of civil
society, assorted religious
‘oddballs’, and the occasional recalcitrant journalist and/or

Chin Peng: not even allowed to
come back home either to visit or to
die.
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For silencing the press, there’s the
ever-popular Printing Presses
and Publications Act (PPPA)
(1984), which every newspaper
man and woman worth his/her
salt fears more than the taxman.
This Act can relieve a newspaper
of its all-important (and annually
renewable) licence, effectively terminating it. And, often enough,
we have seen how the PPPA has
been used, from 1987’s Operasi
Lallang to the present to shut up
naughty press boys and girls.
And, of course it doesn’t stop there
in this sledgehammer country of
ours. The 1998 Communications
and Multimedia Act makes sure
that the already compliant broadcast industry remains so. And it
also helps to extend the reach of
the authorities to cover the new
media of the internet - despite the
much-heralded Bill of Guarantees
that talks about the ‘freedom’ of
the internet.
And whatever the talk about
setting up a Speakers’ Corner in
every local public university, the
existence of the Universities
and University Colleges Act
(UUCA) (1971) makes sure that
such corners will more likely be
used for public declarations of
love (for a lover, the university,
the government and, of course,
God) than for any serious political exchanges.

So, it would seem that there are
enough laws in what some Malaysians now prefer to call
1MalaysiaBolehland to make sure
that only proper things are written, only the right words are uttered.
Indeed, what these overwhelming
laws manage to do is to create an
environment of self-censorship,
where writers and assorted personnel in the media keep within
narrow parameters, certainly fearful for their jobs if not for their liberty.
All this, of course, operates in
what we would like to kid ourselves is a democracy. And this
goes beyond the factual to the fictional as well, as the members of
the esteemed Malaysian Film
Censorship Board will assure
you.
Effective 15 March last year, the
Home Ministry (yes, the same
guys who dish out newspaper licences) provided new film censorship guidelines under four broad
categories: ‘religion’, ‘manners
and morality’, ‘socio-cultural’
and, the all-encompassing ‘public peace and security’.
But the news that really hit the
headlines was that filmmakers
can now submit their scripts for
approval before shooting begins,
thus, on paper, preventing them
from having to make expensive
cuts in the final product before
being granted approval to screen
to the public.
If mainstream media reports are
to be believed, the majority of filmmakers are ecstatic with this development. At any rate, the point
is ours is a country where legal

constraints on the media are certainly there and, I believe, need to
be bravely and critically addressed first before many of us can
even agree on the make-up of a
media council.

State and market
constraints
What is becoming more evident to
many Malaysians, certainly since
the early 1980s right through to
the emergence and spread of the
new media, is that state-market
collusion in the Malaysian
economy has resulted in greater
controls on the mainstream media.
Concentration of media ownership in the hands of companies
closely aligned to coalition parties
of the ruling Barisan Nasional
(BN) coalition is widely known
now. The MCA takeover of The Star
last year is but the tip of the iceberg. Even if a conglomerate like
Media Prima was not linked to
any political party, the fact that it
is allowed effectively to own all
four of Malaysia’s free-to-air commercial television stations, plus a
couple of national newspapers
would have set off alarm bells in
any society that professes to be
democratic. But not so in
1MalaysiaBolehland.
The fact that it can do this, virtually with impunity, is, of course,
worrying – for democratic participation certainly and certainly too
for the options available to media
professionals who are pressured
to toe the official line. Monopolies
and oligopolies, with political
parties as patrons, have a tendency to limit choices, to constrain alternative versions of reality.
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Hence, together with the need to
critically address unjust and antidemocratic laws, a worthwhile
media council would also need to
address the issue of media ownership and the unhealthy, undemocratic central role played by
political parties.

Socialising
young
journalists
to be subservient
and to conform
Finally, I believe we all need to
understand that the socialisation
of Malaysian journalists and
broadcasters does not simply begin when the newbie or cadet
steps into a newspaper or broadcasting organization.
For many years now, the many
media practitioners working in
these organisations in Malaysia
have been sourced from media/
communication departments in
local universities.
Many, if not all, local universities
– and also private wannabe universities – indeed fall over themselves trying to be at the forefront
of providing the labour force for
the media/communication market.
Over the many years I have
worked in this academic environment, I have seen how many of the
policy makers in these departments are constantly in awe of top
media editors and owners, desperately wanting their acknowledgement, indeed approval, of the
courses being offered at the universities/colleges concerned.
This fawning approach has had
– and, unfortunately, continues to

have – its repercussions.
First, it has made many of these
courses and programmes subservient to the needs of these editors
and owners. The main problem
with this, of course, is that it has
the tendency to result in many
courses being designed primarily
to suit the needs of these media
organisations.
This presents a problem for a
number of reasons.
In the first place, it impinges upon
and further diminishes the autonomy of these programmes. We
all too often talk of university autonomy in terms of autonomy
from the government or the state.
But there is also need for autonomy from the market with its
emphasis on the bottom line.
Just as the market – or the need to
make a profit - impinges on the
autonomy of media organisations,
so too can subservience to the
needs of the industry impinge further on the already-limited autonomy of universities.
Now this would be fine if the industry were a perfect one, without need for improvement or
change. But going by experience
and even ongoing practices, of
course it is not.
In the second place, simply focusing on the requirements of the industry results in conformity – the
very antithesis of creativity.
Currently, there is hardly a journalism or broadcasting department in local universities that
veers away from the tried and
tested. Hence, before the poor students even start in the real media

world, they are already bombarded with so many ‘don’ts’. It
is therefore of little surprise that
they are so jaded and lack idealism by the time they do step into
the newsroom.
Hence, many of you more senior
journalists may have seen young
cikus in the newsroom, with
freshly-minted communication
degrees, trying hard to avoid covering the ‘hard’ news, conniving
instead to write for the leisure
pages, interviewing media stars,
and going on travel junkets. And
after a couple of years, many simply move on to greener pastures.
Often, many are accused of having an ‘attitude’. This, indeed, is
the common complaint about
many new graduates – that their
demands are far greater than their
contributions.
But such an attitude, far from having psychological or individual
origins, could easily have been
framed, indeed shaped by a wider
socialisation process throughout
their schooling and at tertiary
level.
This ongoing process of
socialisation encourages, indeed
privileges, conformity and certainly could be the main source of
the problem.
It could be argued that this is the
norm in most heavily-controlled
societies where it is constantly
drilled into us to have blind faith
in those dominating us; often for
the sake of God, king, race, religion and country, of course,
though not necessarily in that order.
In this regard, the question that a
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media council would need to address at some point in time would
be: are we now reaping what we –
or the system - have sowed? That
all these deliberate attempts at
cultivating conformity have indeed resulted in increasing mediocrity?

Council with teeth
– or a rubber stamp?
In conclusion, let’s ask the question that appears in the title of this
paper: ‘Who minds the minders?’.
A media council with teeth would
certainly need to not only address
the wrongs of the Malaysian media but would also go further and
address the underlying causes of
the malaise.
Powerful political and economic
interests are clearly involved. Addressing these interests could, of
course, lead to difficulties, as the
recently sacked Utusan Malaysia
journalist and current president
of the NUJ, Ha’ta Wahari, will tell
us. But, really, the alternative,
while easier, would invariably
make the media council nothing
more than a rubber stamp for those
interests.
This is a revised version of a keynote
presentation at the National Union
of Journalists Malaysia (NUJ)-Global Forum for Media Development
International Media Council Forum.
Kuala Lumpur, 8 April, 2011. q

Zaharom Nain heads the
Centre for the Study of
Communications
and
Culture (CSCC) at the
University of Nottingham
Malaysia Campus.
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People must reclaim the media;
make their voices heard
Help the mainstream media restore the dignity and
respect they once commanded
by Centre for Independent Journalism
orld Press Freedom Day,
which falls on 3 May, is
an occasion to remember
the challenges that journalists face in doing their job. Although the theme this year is
“21st century media: New frontiers, new barriers”, in Malaysia,
the old barriers still loom large,
especially repressive laws that
have been so successful in taming print media that they are also
used, or are being considered, for
new media.

W

The Printing Presses and Publications Act 1984 (PPPA) is one
such law that has been so effective in muzzling the traditional
media that the federal government
is reportedly considering to expand its scope to include new
media. Home Minister Hishammuddin Hussein’s statement that
discussions are still at the early
stages is hardly reassuring given
the federal government’s record of
amending laws without public
consultation with all stakeholder
groups, and which usually ends
with increased executive power.

move any prospects of judicial
challenge, giving the Minister the
final and absolute decision.

atively changing the name
slightly every month, so as not to
violate the law.

At present, the PPPA not only tethers newspapers that are already
controlled by the ruling party
through direct or indirect ownership, but also opposition party
organs, whose applications for a
new annual permit are constantly
delayed. Suara Keadilan, the
monthly organ of Parti Keadilan
Rakyat, has not received its permit since it expired on 30 June
2010 and has had to resort to cre-

The consequences of the PPPA
over the years have been dire.
Mainstream press editors who
have been held ‘hostage’ by the
law now accept the executive-‘assigned’ position of the press as
publicist – or worse, propaganda
arm – of the federal government.
The newspapers report as a matter of fact the executive’s intentions and initiatives, such as the
Government Transformation
Programme (GTP) updates and first year report, as well as the New
Key
Results
Area
(NKRA) media blitz campaign by the Rural and
Regional Development
Ministry. What’s more,
top editors can be held
‘responsible’ for coverage
of a crucial issue that results in an unfavourable
outcome to the authorities, as The Star was over
the Al-Kitab coverage.

The PPPA is also a fine example
of this. The clause which imposes
a licensing regime for all serial
publications was amended to re-

A hostile environment for
press freedom can only
make it difficult for conscientious journalists to
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practise ethics in their daily work.
It increases the prevalence of selfcensorship, resulting in important
issues of public interest being
suppressed and executive powers
dangerously unchecked.
And if before, journalists could
barely make an unequivocal stand
for press freedom, they are silenced now more than ever following the recent sacking of their
union president, Mohamed Ha’ta
Wahari, for daring to criticise the

Ha’ta Wahari

editors of the newspaper he was
working for. On 21 April, a domestic inquiry found the senior Utusan
Malaysia journalist guilty of tarnishing the newspaper’s image in
his press interviews and statements. Yet the Umno-owned
newspaper is the subject of a few
defamation lawsuits by federal opposition politicians and has been
actively agitating divisive positions on religion, ethnicity and
minority issues to the point that
even the MCA has called for a
boycott of the newspaper.
There is another threat looming –
the federal government has raised
yet again the proposal for a media council. Although it seems an
ideal solution to addressing unethical reporting in a free environment – and may even be welcomed
after the recent lows some mainstream media descended to in a
politically motivated attempt to
implicate federal Opposition
Leader Anwar Ibrahim in yet another sex scandal – a media council in the current restrictive setting
in Malaysia would essentially act

as another level of control.
On World Press Freedom Day, we
call on citizens and residents of
Malaysia to speak up and reclaim
the mainstream media. The recently ended Sarawak elections
which saw the federal opposition
gaining 45 per cent of the popular
vote should empower all Malaysians to make their demands
heard, especially since a snap general election is expected this year
or next.
Call for a parliamentary caucus
on freedom of expression to conduct a comprehensive review of
existing laws to ensure that they
are consistent with the fundamental right to freedom of expression, which includes press freedom.
Demand media plurality so that
the public will have access to a
wide variety of sources of information and can choose the media
that practises ethical reporting.
It is time for the people to reclaim
the mainstream media and help
them restore the dignity and respect they once commanded,
which will also ensure that journalists are able to do their job –
safely, unhindered and ethically. q
The Centre for Independent Journalism, Malaysia (CIJ) is a non-profit
organisation that aspires
for a society that is democratic, just and free where
all people will enjoy free
media and the freedom to
express, seek, and impart
information.
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SEXUAL CRIMES

Creating
space,
civil society

deepening

Events like the ‘fun walk’ in Penang against sexual crimes can
help establish civil society in general and NGOs in particular
as legitimate actors in public discussion
by Manuel Höller and Florian Ladage
couple of months ago, an
unusual sight presented
itself to motorists, strollers and shoppers at
Queensbay, Pulau Penang. A long
line of people ambled down the
bay, chanting and dancing, wielding signs and placards.

A

When Kempen Rakyat called for a
walk against sexual crimes, about
800 people responded on 19
March 2011. The walk, which was
organised by 22 NGOs along with
the Penang state government, had
as its motto “Stop sexual crimes,
keep our children safe”.
Despite this serious message, the
atmosphere at the event was
bright and cheery. Many visitors
had brought along their entire
families, and with bright costumes, face-painted children and
lots of song and dance, this appeared more like a festival or a
carnival than an awareness walk.
We, the authors, are two German
post-graduate students in the social sciences, both of us engaged
in social and political matters in
our home country. Visiting in
Penang for several weeks, we had
contacts with some of the event’s

organisers, who invited us to take
part and witness Malaysian civil
society in action. Comparing this
‘fun walk’ we found ourselves in
with our German experiences,
we’ve discovered some interesting aspects that are quite telling
about the status of civil society in
Malaysia.

Random

people

First of all, considering the tight
legislation in Malaysia on public
expression of opinions, it was
undoubtedly a good sign to see
such a sizeable crowd mobilised
for a certain topic. Apparently, the
authorities’ generally negative
stance on socially motivated public assembly has not convinced a
large number of people that such
actions generally only ‘disrupt
public order’ or have other detrimental effects. The composition of
the people that came together for
the walk, however, rather surprised us.
In Germany, there is usually a
group making up the majority of
those marching which is often
permanently linked to the
organising core groups in terms
of shared values and ideologies.
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These marchers also regularly
join these mostly NGO-led core
groups in actions and frequently
communicate with them through
established and permanent communication networks. Resource
mobilisation theory, which is
widely used to describe social
movements around the world,
terms this group of ideological
supporters ‘adherents’, as compared to ‘constituents’, the ‘core
group’ that directly provides resources such as time, money or
workforce to a certain goal. In Germany, the core of constituents will
usually be joined in action by these
adherents, to whom stable links
are in place.
Our observations in Penang,
however, indicate that this
stable network of adherents is
not yet in place in Malaysia. It
seemed as if the crowd for the
Kempen Rakyat march was made
up of NGO activists (and their
families and close friends) on
the one side, and then just ‘random people’ on the other side –
‘random’ because they seemed
to have just joined for this one
event, but not to have any sort
of connection to the organising
NGOs.

Now, obviously it is always a
good thing for NGOs to attract new
people through such events. If a
one-off event, however, is supposed to develop into a more longterm campaign or movement (and
the protection of children would
surely be a cause worth the effort),
those ‘random people’ would
have to be turned into a stable
group of adherents. As nice as it
is to have large numbers of the
general public to join for an event,
without deeper links there is no
guarantee that this public will
turn up for the following event as
well – the core NGO constituents
might end up marching all on
their own! As Meredith Weiss put
it in her book Protest and Possibilities: Civil Society and Coalitions for
Political Change in Malaysia:
“Popular protest may force a
policy response, for instance, but
pervasive, long-term change generally requires something more
organised and systematic than a
spontaneous mass uprising.”
Forming bonds with the community, on the other hand, does not
only enlarge and therefore empower the movement, it also ensures the contact of NGOs with
wider society. After all, generally
as well as in Malaysia, NGO
members tend to be a fairly homogenous group, most of them
middle-class, middle-aged and
university-educated – not necessarily the best precondition to
speak for society as a whole.

Fun walk:
Cross-ethnic
participation
Furthermore, the widely heard
term ‘fun walk’ appeared to us to
be slightly at odds with the serious background of the march –

how do ‘fun’ and ‘child abuse’ go
together? In fact, a lot of participants followed the ‘fun’ concept
by putting effort in costumes,
make-up, and so on. Additionally,
there was a staged entertainment
program to underpin the event
with an ‘event character’ true to
the term. Again, in an established
group in Germany, this event character is unlikely to be encountered
– which, in fact, also holds true
for Malaysia, with more homogenous groups like several Indian
rights organisations holding vigils now and again, a type of action they regard as befitting the
gravity of their concerns.
However, the type of background
against which you do encounter
this event character in demonstrations in Germany as well is with
such movements that aim to gain
momentum and/or members.
Such is, for example, the case with
the anti-nuclear power movement, whose gatherings often appear more like an anti-nuclear
power party than a demonstration. As nuclear power is not a
matter for any specific groups in
terms of gender, age and class, the
movement will need an extensive
base all over society to gain
weight; therefore they have a need
to appear attractive to gain in
numbers.
The anti-sexual abuse march in
Penang presents a somewhat similar case. Unlike Hindu rights or
the promotion of Orang Asli languages, this movement is not
aimed at a specific sector of society, but rather is aimed at the general public. In this, the promise of
‘fun’ seems to be a crucial aspect
of mobilising people to take part
in such action, both in Germany
and Malaysia. By promising a
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good time, participants who might
not consider themselves politically minded people can be lured.
Once they are at the scene, however, it appears much easier to
convince them to participate. Impersonal addresses through media can be replaced by personal
face-to-face interaction, and the
passion of the surrounding people
can create a strong feeling of solidarity.
Another obstacle of taking this issue into society as a whole has,
apparently, already been overcome by the organisers. We could
observe that there was a whole
cross section of Penang society
taking part - young and old,
Malays, Chinese, Indians and
Europeans were freely intermingling in what was, after all, a political event. We were impressed
by such an action because we experienced the society often as politically demobilised along ethnic
borders.
Overcoming these divides must be
the basis for tackling broader social and socio-economic issues.
Poverty or lack of personal freedom is as little restricted to any
ethnic group as is the problem of
sexual abuse. Therefore, overcoming the political separation put in
place through the political sphere
for one common issue, the prevention of sexual abuse, may well result in changing the mindset of
even more people in a way that
some social issues cannot be
thought along the lines of the classic Malaysian political divide. Instead, these social issues must be
tackled across different groups of
society, by a society that is conscious of facing the same issues.
The term ‘demonstration’ for the

event taking place was carefully
avoided by all of the organisers.
This may be understandable due
to the political sensitivity of the
term, with authorities more often
than not equating demonstrations
with rioting. This, however,
hardly holds water in any experience of any given country. A demonstration does not have to be violent and ‘destabilise’ the country,
as government politicians frequently stigmatise it. The root of
this word means at first an expression of opinion of a group of
people, in favour or in critique of
a certain issue. In a liberal democratic sense, this is a constitutionally guaranteed civil right of expression for the popular sovereignty – a freedom guaranteed by
the Malaysian constitution as
well. It is a tool to create public
awareness and may pressure the
public as well as the government
to take certain problems or needs
into account. To us, it is sorrowful that such a concept that is so

inherently an expression of democratic sentiments should be so carefully avoided.

Creating

civil

space

In personal chats with
organisers, besides the walk
and the preparation, we came
several times across the idea
that the topic of sexual crimes is
not the only driving force to line
up such a walk. Furthermore
there is the idea of introducing
such forms of public expression
of opinion. In such a way it can
be shown that there is still a certain space for gathering and for
expressing concerns. We don’t
want to downplay the importance of the issue of sexual
crimes, but this event, which
even gathered state government
support, may have an agenda
that moves beyond the stated
purpose. It can be seen as a tool
for widening the space for public expressions of opinion.
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Many commentators have argued
that even a not fully democratic
government faces credibility problems and public discontent if it
repeals freedoms it has granted
before. Therefore, a freedom
granted to a social movement once
is likely to be granted again, as a
decline is often considered politically too costly in terms of unnecessarily aggrieving public opinion. In this fashion, a number of
small steps, carefully taken one
after another, can lead to a significantly increased space for civil
society in the long run. Not only
will a number of successive events
widen space in terms of official allowance, they will also establish
the leading NGOs or individuals
of these events as a credible public actor and increase their following. Obviously, it is much harder
for the government to act against
an established, popular actor
than against one that is still fairly
small and unknown – the public
outcry will be much stronger.

The prevention of sexual crimes
is hardly going to be a contentious
issue. Just looking at the openly
stated goal of the march, there is
no challenge of political status
quo whatsoever. This is precisely
why this topic is quite a good
choice for that subliminal goal
some of the organisers were hinting at, which is getting people
used to the idea of voicing their
opinion in an organised manner.
Under this agreeable headline,
those people could be ‘trained’
without fearing repercussions,
certainly not from the state government/federal opposition who
even endorsed the event (maybe
some of them don’t even mind the
training for greater protest, to aim
at a federal level?), but not even
from any federal authority, which
could hardly refuse the goal
stated. This, in turn, made it perfectly safe for people to participate:
Finally, here was a chance to engage with civil society without
being subversive straight away.
The creation of civil space starts
with such small steps. Maybe
some of the marchers will think,
‘That wasn’t too bad, I could do
this again!’ Maybe even someone
in the police force thought, ‘This
was actually perfectly orderly,
why should I not allow another
march?’ In this fashion, civil action can be enhanced, it can be
further accepted, maybe even valued, on both sides, and lead to a
snowball effect of widening civil
society space.

The

Singapore
example

This has, to a certain extent,
worked in other countries with
similar political systems. In
Singapore, for example, it was the

environmental movement that
significantly helped to widen the
margin for public opinion. Again,
this was a political field where the
government did not see the political status quo threatened, and
therefore allowed initial actions to
take place. This initial space, however, was enough for the primary
actor, the Nature Society
(Singapore) (NSS), to establish itself as a trustworthy voice in the
public eye, and by cooperating
with some government agencies
also as a high-standing group of
experts rather than some dangerous force threatening the state’s
stability.

ample for other movements that
the apparently over-powerful
government could be defeated, it
also did a lot for the general image of civil society and NGOs as a
whole. It established public opinion as something that could be legitimate and NGOs as reputable
actors in their field of expertise
whose perspective should be considered. In practise, this will not
always be the case, but what has
changed significantly is the acceptance of the general public towards public discussion of issues. Where once the government
was the only source of truth, there
are now others alongside.

But the NSS carefully widened its
space step by step, on the one hand
carefully lobbying the government, on the other hand establishing itself as a steady societal force
through constantly winning new
adherents with their various
projects. By 1992, they were in a
position where they could openly
challenge the government – and
got away with it. In the specific
case, the NSS claimed a government-appointed environmental
impact assessment for the creation
of a golf course to be faulty. The
acceptance of the NSS as an expert environment group by then
was so widespread that journalists did not want to disregard NSS’
opinion, putting pressure on the
government by reporting an alternative view even in state-sponsored media. As public opinion
swung more and more against the
government position, the development board responsible abandoned the project.

For the latter reason we believe the
Singapore example can be significant for Malaysia as well. Events
like the ‘fun walk’ at Queensbay
can be one step into a similar direction, because they help to establish civil society in general and
NGOs in particular as legitimate
actors in public discussion, eradicating the government’s monopoly on truth. Obviously, there
are already voices to be heard in
Malaysia that challenge this government monopoly, but a deepening of civil society through events
like this sexual abuse awareness
walk will not only increase the
number of voices participating in
public discourse, but it will also
strengthen the position of those
alternative actors already in
place. q

The results, however, were not just
restricted to environmental
groups. Not only did the NSS’
success set an encouraging ex-
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Sarawak

State

Elections

Images from Sibu

Right outside the polling centre of SK
Perbandaran No. 3,
many PBB members
were holding papers
containing a long list
of names, some with
IC. numbers and contact numbers. Police
and SPR officers who
were on duty all saw
them but no firm action
was taken.
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Penang CM Lim Guan Eng vs Sarawak CM Taib Mahmud

The largest banner
of DAP hanging
next to a stage on
the last day of campaign

During the
last few days
of campaign, a
SUPP banner
conceding
Taib should
step down
appeared in
town
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FOCUS ON SARAWAK

Muhyiddin, tell us what
happened to the tens of billions!
No, it won’t take tens of billions; only RM61.5 million a year
in direct handouts is needed to eliminate poverty in Sarawak,
notes our correspondent
dex stood at 1.5 per cent.
The key to figuring out how much
is needed to raise the poor above
the poverty line income is the poverty gap index statistic.
Leaving technical details aside
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Measuring_poverty), the poverty
gap index of 1.5 per cent in 2004
means that it would have taken
only 1.5 per cent of the poverty line
income totalled across all households to determine the total ringgit
amount needed to lift all poor
households above the poverty line
income.
uring the Sarawak election campaign, DPM
Muhyiddin
poohpoohed the RM1 billion
Pakatan Rakyat had pledged to
set aside to address poverty eradication in Sarawak, saying that the
BN government had already spent
and allocated tens of billions for
the purpose.

D

In the heat of the moment, it appeared that no one called the DPM
to account.
We actually have the statistics,
courtesy of the Tenth Malaysia

Plan (see, the Appendix for Thrust
3), to assess whether the RM1 billion pledged by Pakatan Rakyat
would be adequate and to inquire
into the impact — or lack thereof
— of the tens of billions allegedly
spent by the BN government.
In 2004, the incidence of poverty
in Sarawak was 7.5 per cent of
households, or 34,800 households
out of a total of 465,400 households.
At that time, the mean or average
poverty line income was RM765
a month, and the poverty gap in-
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Of course the poverty line income
is hardly a generous provision,
but it is what the BN government
uses to measure poverty, and we
can use it as a convenient and consistent yardstick.
Doing the calculations gives the
result that it would have required
RM5.3 million a month in direct
handouts, or RM64 million a year,
to lift all poor households above
the poverty line income in 2004.
In other words, if the welfare department had just handed out an

We want to know what happened to the tens of billions
that Muhyiddin proudly boasted had been spent and
allocated for poverty eradication!

average of RM160 a month to each
and every poor household in
2004, there would have been no
poor households in Sarawak by
the official poverty measure.
Meanwhile, this can buy time for
other agencies and NGOs to work
with the poor to figure out what
programmes and policies are required to eliminate poverty without direct handouts.
Let’s say it requires five years to
go through this latter consultative
process. Then, it would have required the government to set aside
RM320 million — let’s account for
inflation and make that RM400
million — over the five years from
2004 to eliminate poverty in
Sarawak by direct welfare payments, while going through an in-

tensive consultative process to
design appropriate programmes
and policies.
Instead, in 2009, we find that the
incidence of poverty in Sarawak
was 5.3 per cent of households, or
27,100 households of a total of
510,400 households.
Yes, that is a drop from 2004, but,
following Muhyiddin, the billions
spent only managed to reduce the
number of households in poverty
by 7,700 households — when our
calculations show that it would
have taken only millions to eliminate it!
Hence, we want to know what
happened to the tens of billions
that Muhyiddin proudly boasted
had been spent and allocated for

poverty eradication!
As for Pakatan Rakyat’s pledge,
the 2009 statistics show that it
would have required only
RM61.5 million a year in direct
handouts to eliminate poverty
in Sarawak, or RM308 million
for five years of direct handouts,
buying time for a consultative
process with the poor to design
appropriate programmes and
policies for sustained poverty
eradication without direct handouts.
In other words, the pledge of RM1
billion would have been more
than adequate — as there would
not need to be the extra billions to
fill the pockets of the cronies and
to cover plain mismanagement
and wastage. q

APOLOGY
This is the correct picture
of Dr George Chan, the
president of SUPP. There
was a mix-up in the picture published on page 4
of the Aliran Monthly
vol.31 no.3. We apologise
for the error.
George Chan
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FOCUS ON SARAWAK

What is the truth about poverty
in Sabah, Sarawak?
It is almost certainly impossible that poverty in Sabah has
plunged to less than a third of what it was in 2009
usuns poorest of all in
Sabah, P’ment told” is
the headlines for a report carried at http://
www.sapp.org.my/social/
110430_csb_dusun_poorest.asp

“D

According to the report, Chua
Soon Bui (SAPP-Tawau) had
asked the government to list the
natives according to poor and
hardcore poor and to list the plans
it has to help them.
The answer given in Parliament
was that the Dusuns form the
majority of the poor and hardcore
poor in Sabah with 7,715 poor and
1,149 hardcore poor, followed by
Orang Sungai (3,075 and 290) and
Murut (3,063 and 284). ln
Sarawak, Ibans form the highest
number (11,305 and 411) followed
by Malays (3,520 and 113) and
Bidayuh (2,284 and 84).

In the Tenth Malaysia Plan, it
was reported that there are
99,100 poor households in
Sabah and 27,100 in Sarawak in
2009. Note that these are households; so, if one wants to estimate the number of persons (or
residents) who are poor, one
would multiply the household
numbers by 4.9 for Sabah and
4.5 for Sarawak. This results in
about 486,000 persons in Sabah
and 122,000 in Sarawak.
However, let us assume that the
answer in Parliament referred to

Allegedly, there are 28,657 residents in the poor category in
Sabah and 21,899 in Sarawak. In
the hardcore poor category, there
are 2,544 and 1,113 in Sabah and
Sarawak, respectively.
If this is correctly reported, then
either the Tenth Malaysia Plan is
wrong or the answer given in Parliament is wrong.

A dilapidated house in Batang Ai.
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households, the standard way
that poverty figures have been reported in this country in the various Malaysia plans. It is almost
certainly impossible that in the
year-plus since, poverty in Sabah
has fallen so dramatically that it
is now less than a third of what it
was in 2009, especially since it
has apparently fallen by only 25
per cent in Sarawak.
SAPP, or other Parliamentarians
should go back to Parliament and
seek a clarification on this discrepancy. q

FOCUS ON SARAWAK

Sarawak is already
richest state, but…

the

Believe it or not, Sarawak is already the richest state in the
country. But much of its wealth is fast disappearing, warns our
correspondent

T

he BN pledges to make
Sarawak the richest state
in Malaysia.

But, according to the Department
of Statistics, Sarawak is already
the richest state in Malaysia, outside of WP Kuala Lumpur.
Yes, you read that correctly: The
Department of Statistics reports
that Sarawak is already the richest state in Malaysia.
According to the department,
Sarawak’s GDP per person, a
common measure of wealth,
amounted to RM30,318 in 2009,
higher than Penang’s RM29,569
and Selangor’s RM27,609, and
much higher than Johor’s
RM18,458.
Why then is Sarawak a net exporter of people — despite the
large inflow of foreign labour into
Sarawak? Why are tens of thou-

sands of Sarawakians leaving
and going to places like Johor and
Selangor to look for work? Why
does Sarawak have higher unemployment?

A problem of
distribution
In other words, it appears that
Sarawak’s problem is the distribution of that wealth. Selangor
and Penang may not have as high
a per capita GDP, but it is better
distributed, meaning households
and individuals have better incomes
Sarawak’s GDP/person may be
higher, but as Sarawakians well
know, Sarawak’s wealth is increasingly concentrated into the
hands of a few, including the
“first” family.
Take oil palm development: yes,
that is generating large amounts

of wealth, but does it go to the
people? Or, instead, to a handful
of companies? What about the
timber wealth? Where has that
gone? Into real property and buildings in Canada, Australia, the
United States and England, belonging to the “first” family, to the
big six timber companies, or into
the pockets of the ordinary people
of Sarawak?
What about business opportunities? Who gets the contracts, leaving the people to scramble for suband sub-sub contracts?
And land? Once upon a time, the
natives of Sarawak were the richest in the country. Today, they find
themselves losing more and more
of that land. The people of Asap
Resettlement know that best of all.
Before, they owned and had access to hundreds of thousands of
hectares of the Balui valley. Today, they are forced to live on little

Why then is Sarawak a net exporter of people — despite the large
inflow of foreign labour into Sarawak? Why are tens of thousands
of Sarawakians leaving and going to places like Johor and
Selangor to look for work? Why does Sarawak have higher
unemployment?
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more than 1 hectare a family.
Meanwhile, Sarawak has the lowest – lower even than Sabah –
road development index in the
country.
Low
income
Sarawakians “enjoy” less of the
electricity rebate than elsewhere
in the country — they get the same
allowance of up to RM20 a month,
but the per unit charge in
Sarawak is 50 per cent higher than
in Malaya or Sabah. Worse, more
Sarawakians are without 24/7
electricity than even in Sabah, and
what clean water they used to get
is increasingly polluted by loggers
and land/plantation developers.
Even phone coverage in Sarawak
is worse than in Sabah.
What Sarawak needs is a voice for
the people; recognition of their
human, social economic and cultural rights; and accountability
and transparency in governance
— at all times, not just when there
is a challenge at elections.
What Sarawak does not need are
fine pledges over which they
have no right to call the government to account while they see
their so-called leaders get richer
by the day! What they don’t
need are leaders who tell them
to be grateful for the little goodies tossed their way come election time, road construction vehicles which appear at election
time and disappear even before
the results are announced, and
promises laced with threats.
What they want is government
for and by the people, a true
1Sarawak, not a 1Sarawak for
1family & friends.
To the people of Sarawak: what
you see today is the result of the
presence of a strong opposition.
Without that, there would not

Have you received your
contribution
from
ROS?
It appears that the Registrar of Societies (ROS) has a new
mission: to contribute RM10000 to societies for their contribution to social development, says our correspondent.
At least, that was the reason given for dishing out cheques
of RM10,000 to various societies in Sarawak in the recent
elections (see, picture of one instance below).

Source: The Star Sarawak, 15 April 2011
Surely the Registrar of Societies was not engaging in illicit
campaigning on behalf of the BN! Although one naturally
wonders where did the Registrar of Societies get the funds
to dish out such amounts. An earlier report had the ROS
giving out RM200,000 to 20 societies in Miri.
Nevertheless, all societies should take the Registrar of Societies at its word – that it is giving out these contributions
in recognition of the contribution of societies to social development – and promptly queue up for the contribution
owing to them.
- Our correspondent

have been all this promised expenditure and promises.
Remember: a vote for the BN is a
vote for business as it has been
these past thirty years; a vote for
BN is a vote for Taib; a vote for the
BN is to vote away our future.
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Today, Sarawak may have the
highest GDP/person in the country, outside of Wilayah
Perseketuan KL. But much of that
wealth is disappearing. The next
five years are critical.
Ubah! q

PKR SUCCEEDS AGAINST ALL ODDS Continued from page 40
Still, PBB’s performance was cold
comfort for Prime Minister Abdul
Najib Razak who had uncharacteristically camped out in
Sarawak with his whole federal
cabinet
throughout
the
campaign’s duration.
Clear tensions and cracks within
the BN campaign were evident in
the contradictory public statements between the CM and PM
about when exactly the former
would step down from office given
the serious allegations of abuse of
power and corruption against
him. CM Abdul Taib Mahmud’s
hasty late night swearing-in - even
before all the results were announced - was thus a dead giveaway of deep tensions and mistrust between state and federal BN
leaders.

But the real loser of the whole election was Najib. For the first time,
the hitherto local flavour of
Sarawak’s state elections was
nationalised by the PM’s ‘1Malaysia’ and ‘Economic Transformation Programme’ (ETP) that he
highlighted in an attempt to divert electoral attention away from
Taib’s alleged misdemeanours.
Painfully for Najib, his campaign
failed. What he got instead was a
vote of no-confidence in his
government’s 1Malaysia policy
outlook and ETP. It also highNajib

Hence, whatever spin the grovelling mainstream media put on it,
the BN got a bloodied nose. Not
only were the results a disappointment, they were downright disruptive to the BN’s not-so-secret
plans to hold snap federal elections.

lighted the BN’s continued inability to fulfil its commitments to the
rule of law and international standards of good governance in the
face of powerful regional warlords.
Clearly, Najib made a grave error
of judgment in attempting to use
the April state elections to unseat
Taib. It remains to be seen whether
(or rather when) Najib will be
made to pay for this grave political miscalculation.

BN’s

dirty

campaign

In keeping with its current ethos,
the BN ran an unabashedly dirty
campaign against the PR coalition, and especially against Parti
Keadilan Rakyat since PKR, being
a genuinely multi-ethnic party,
poses the greatest threat to the
supremacist politics of Umno and
the BN.
Significantly, the BN did not rely
on the party machineries of its
coalition members (i.e. PBB, SUPP,
PRS or SPDP) to run its election
campaign. In fact, very little of any
BN party machinery was even
seen let alone involved in this
campaign. Instead, the BN simply
‘utilised’ (i.e. abused) federal and
state government resources in
their campaign. The BN’s 4Ms -.
the official media, public money,
civil service machinery and
muscle (i.e. intimidation, both
subtle and overt) - were blatantly
deployed in the campaign.
The mainstream media campaigned for the BN while
Bernama, the State Information
Department and the Home Min-

Upside down BN banners
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fabricated suraus, 1Azam Home
Managers Programme, etc. to secure voter support in favour of the
BN.

istry handled BN public relations
and management of the media.
From over a year ago, public resources were already deployed by
the state government via its Sejiwa
Senada (SS) programme to campaign for the BN. This SS road
show, which travelled through
every division in the state, aimed
at bridging the supposed communication divide between the state
government and the people by
showcasing the PM’s 1Malaysia
slogan of ‘Rakyat Didahulukan,
Pencapaian Diutamakan’. But in
fact, the SS programme was nothing more than electioneering before the elections.
Not to be outdone, other agencies
like the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-based Industry
also got into the act. They distributed tens of thousands of bags of
organic fertiliser free to rural farmers. All the bags came clearly emblazoned with a blue and white
dacing symbol - as if to remind all
recipients that this generous farm
input assistance was a gratuitous
BN handout that had to be reciprocated during elections. Similarly active in rural areas throughout the election campaign were
numerous other government agencies like the education department, JKR, District Offices, Kemas,
Jasa and Tekun.
Under the guise of benevolent
government allocations, there
were the usual ‘politics of devel-

opment’ announcements and distribution of billions of ringgit in
‘instant noodles’ infrastructure
projects, rumah mesra rakyat, program bantuan rumah, flat upgrading allocations, new hospitals,
rural basic infrastructure projects,
new roads and upgrading works,
rural electricity supply, flood mitigation projects, resettlement
funds, new bridges, more consumer cooperatives, agriculture
subsidies, transportation subsidies,
poverty
eradication
programmes, poverty alleviation
welfare transfers, free Rela uniforms and boots, free 4G broadband, free Astro decoders and TV
sets, mission school allocations,
boat licences, land grants, land
titles, TOL leases, pre-school education assistance, free dinners,
song and dance entertainment,
gifts of tupperware, new university, new community college, pre-

Dacing fertiliser
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And if that was insufficient, there
was also the more insidious overt
direct cash handouts of public
funds. Stunningly, even the Registrar of Societies reportedly
handed out RM10,000 cheques to
various civil society groups
throughout Sarawak during the
election campaign “for their contribution to social development”
(The Star, 15 April 2011). If the
Malaysian Insider (16 April 2011)
is to be believed, even well-known
government-linked companies
like ‘Maybank, Utusan Malaysia,
New Straits Times, PDRM, EC,
Pos Malaysia, AirAsia, etc.’ were
also involved in supporting the
BN throughout the campaign. Indeed, the same report estimates
that the BN spent a cool RM500m
in this election campaign!
Grey cash handouts also occurred
just before Election Day with the
Malaysian Insider (16 April 2011)
alleging that identity cards were
going for RM1000 in Miri. As
well, the Sibu Election Watch alleged that SUPP was involved in
vote-buying by paying RM500 to
voters (Malaysiakini, 27 April
2011), while a bounced cheque of
RM5000 given to a headman in
Tamin (Sarawak Report, 20 April
2011), and RM300 offered to a
Ba’kelalan voter attested to the
widespread use of cash by the BN
as
electoral
inducements
(Malaysiakini, 30 April 2011).
Other anecdotal evidence also
suggests that cash was distributed to voters throughout the
length and breadth of Sarawak to
influence the polls. In Tupong
constituency, one influential per-

son received a cheque of
RM15000. Voters in Kg Atas,
Singai, Bau received RM30 on
polling day. In Sungai Baron,
Sarikei, voters were given RM100
on the night before polling day. In
Muara Tuang, Samarahan, voters
received RM10 as a handout after
a ceramah. Little surprise then that
PKR alleged that BN won votes
by using notes (Malaysian Insider,
27 April 2011). These reports were
undoubtedly, only the tip of the
proverbial iceberg.
Of course, there was also the sordid sex video released in KL by
‘Datuk T’ to coincide with the elections. This video was widely
viewed on iPads in rural areas
during the elections. But there
were also other despicable, disgusting, perverse and libellous
posters and flyers (many without
any printer or publisher identification), which were put up and
distributed by unidentified
people. All these posters and flyers were deliberately designed to
malign and smear PR leaders in

an effort to undermine electoral
support for PR.
Even the internet was not spared.
Massive and sustained DDOS attacks were launched by vaporous
cyber-terrorists against popular
internet media sites like Sarawak
Report, Malaysiakini, Harakah
Daily and Merdeka Review while
TM Streamyx inexplicably suffered sporadic interruptions of
service throughout parts of
Sarawak on polling day itself.
Without doubt, the objective of all
these attacks and disruptions was
to deny the electorate access to alternative non-mainstream news.
Of course, the Elections Commission, true to its ‘high standards of
professionalism’ and commitment to being ‘efficient and transparent’, did not notice anything
irregular about this ‘model’ election (The Star, 23 March 2011).
And yet, against all these odds,
PR - and especially PKR - made
significant gains.

Pa k a t a n ’ s
impressive
gains

25 seats in 2006). Pas contested
five constituencies and secured
1.44 per cent of the popular vote,
increasing its share by 1.14 percentage points (0.3 per cent from
a single seat in 2006). Overall, the
total popular vote won by PR (excluding Snap) increased by 15.1
percentage points to 38.9 per cent
(23.8 per cent in 2006). Given the
BN’s onslaught against PR, these
were remarkable gains; one that
would have been even more striking had the election been free and
fair, which of course, it was not.
(See Table next page)
Ultimately, PR’s success boiled
down to organisation and preparation. The DAP ran an extremely
slick, coherent and organised
campaign, complete with a
ragingly popular soft-toy mascot,
Ubah, to lead its charge. Their
speakers were all well informed
and highly entertaining. They
commanded huge ceramahs and
collected large donations to fund
their campaign. Their posters and
billboards were spot on and noticeable everywhere. Similarly
smooth on the ceramah-trail were

Although PR failed to take over
the government or break the twothirds majority of the BN in the
state assembly as it had hoped, it
nonetheless made impressive
gains.

Obscene photo of Pakatan
leadership

Running in 15 constituencies, the
DAP won 20 per cent of the popular vote increasing its share by
5.14 percentage points (14.86 per
cent from 12 seats in 2006). PKR,
running in 49 constituencies won
17.4 per cent of the popular vote,
increasing its share by 8.81 percentage points (8.4 per cent from
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DAP's Ubah mascot

Popular Vote Secured by Competing Parties, Sarawak State Elections, 2006 & 2011
Party

2006

2011

Seats Won

Popular Vote (%)

Popular Vote (%)

Seats Won

BN

62

62.93

55.24 (-7.7)

55

PR*

7

23.8

38.9 (+15.1)

15

SNAP

1

9.3

2.33 (-6.97)

0

Independents & others

1

3.4

2.98 (-0.42)

1

Totals

71

98.3

#

99.45

#

71

* Comprising DAP, PKR and PAS only; # Figures do not add up to 100 per cent due to rounding and non-inclusion
of spoilt votes.

Pas speakers like Kelantan MB
Nik Aziz Nik Mat and Perak MB
Mohamad Nizar Jamaluddin. Pas
also flew in many party workers
from the peninsular in waves to
assist the rural campaign of their
five candidates. They were tightly
organised and moved systematically in their rural constituencies
on a house-to-house, village-tovillage campaign. But the real contrast relative to previous campaigns was seen most clearly in
PKR.

PKR’s coherent
campaign
Compared to previous efforts,
Sarawak PKR ran an impressively
coherent campaign during this
election. This coherence was amplified given the meagre human
and financial resources at their
disposal. Numerous party
branches were set up throughout
the state over the last one year
with many party talks and functions organised to popularise
PKR and to spread its political
struggle especially among the rural population. Strikingly, as the
elections drew near, Sarawak
PKR even organised a few training workshops for all their potential candidates so as to better prepare them for the election cam-

paign. PKR’s national leadership
also came over to Sarawak many
times to assist them in their overall campaign preparations. And
importantly, Sarawak PKR had a
small local media/strategy team
to help organise their electoral
campaign and party website.
The party also received implicit
support when various local indigenous NGOs concerned with native customary rights (NCR) land,
poverty and rural development issues used the elections to educate
the rural electorate about the importance of voting for parties that
would address these concerns.
These NGOs collectively invested
in the mass production of CDs
and YouTube video clips and flyers of the same - which they distributed widely throughout the
state - that serendipitously supported the party’s Sarawak campaign. As well, Sarawak PKR received support from various reform-minded international media
like that of Sarawak Report and
Radio Free Sarawak.
Additionally, more experienced
PKR MPs and Aduns from the
peninsular were paired up with
local candidates to work with and
assist them in their campaigns
between nomination and polling.
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This was a very empowering strategy for many local candidates
who had enthusiasm but not necessarily campaigning expertise or
experience. There was also good
information collaboration between PKR’s central office and
that of Sarawak in the production
of various campaign brochures.
And during the campaign, seamless overall coordination was provided by the presence of a youthful but well-oiled PKR coordinating team from KL that worked
closely with the small Kuching
media/strategy coordinating
team.

Campaign

weaknesses

Unfortunately, despite their best
plans and preparations, Sarawak
PKR’s campaign did not bear expected fruit, primarily due to the
BN’s overwhelming onslaught.
However, some internal weaknesses of the Sarawak PR coalition and PKR also affected the
campaign.
Seat negotiations among Pakatan
coalition members were difficult
and resolved very late. An eleventh hour PKR-DAP seat swap
decision resulted in the dropping
of the Padungan PKR incumbent.
Worse, moribund Snap did not

seem genuinely keen on strengthening the coalition. Instead, they
undermined it via their untenable
seat demands. Consequently,
Snap-PKR seat negotiations
failed, resulting in damaging
multi-cornered contests.
Additionally, each coalition partner contested their select seats
with little regard for coalition solidarity and the pooling of campaign resources. Once a party
was allocated a seat, it was very
much
left
to
its
own
organisational devices. This
proved debilitating when PKR
contested 49 seats (to deny the BN
any nomination day walkover)
with little burden-sharing from its
coalition partners.
Also, insufficient cooperation
among Pakatan partners was perceived. Specifically, finalisation of
the common Sarawak PR manifesto was puzzlingly left till after
nomination day. Given the brevity of the election campaign, many
PKR candidates were unable to
deploy its contents effectively in
their local campaigns.
Internally, factionalism within
PKR affected their campaign as
well since it drained much electoral energy. Consequently, many
constituencies were insufficiently
organised and individual campaigns lacked preparation.
Contrastingly, PKR’s success in
Ba’kelalan, Batu Lintang and
Krian reflected campaign machinery that was very well organised
on the ground. Furthermore, their
candidates were well known locally. Crucial preparatory electoral work and the selection of local party workers were undertaken and completed early on by
the prospective candidates. Even

Pakatan manifesto

Telang Usan and Senadin, which
PKR lost narrowly, were relatively
well organised.
Finally, despite their best efforts,
Sarawak PKR was unable to raise
sufficient funds for the election
campaign in a state where elections are prohibitively expensive.
Accordingly, the ground campaign of many individual candidates floundered dysfunctionally.

Challenges
going
forward
Still, it cannot be denied that PKR
made major inroads in this
Sarawak election. Going forward,
it now faces a new set of challenges if it is to play a major role
in building up the Pakatan Rakyat
coalition, deepening democracy
and establishing a viable twoparty system in the state.
Key is the internal management
of factionalism within the party.
Ignoring the problem is not a solution. Instead, PKR needs to
manage factionalism head-on and
build compromises that will assist its progress forward. As well,
PKR needs to make firm long-term
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commitments to ongoing renewal.
Functioning branches need to be
established (or revived) to conduct
ongoing voter education and to
disseminate PKR’s political
views. Committed, locally-based
and preferably more youthful and
professionally qualified members
need to be recruited for these purposes. Local fundraising also
needs to be built into this renewal
process of the party.
Finally, understanding, cooperation, trust and effective working
relations within the Sarawak
Pakatan Rakyat coalition needs to
be developed. After all, it is the
nature of coalition politics that
there should always be differences and difficulties to be managed. With visionary leadership
and sufficient commitment to
shared
purpose,
Sarawak
Pakatan coalition policy would
speak with one voice, and for the
people. q
Andrew Aeria works in a
local public university
and is an Aliran exco
member.

ENVIRONMENT

The Law of Mother Earth:
Behind Bolivia’s historic bill
Bolivia has approved an historic law which gives nature
‘rights’ and mandates a radical ecological transition of the
country’s economy and society
by Nick Buxton
ndigenous
and
campesino (small-scale
farmer) movements in
the Andean nation of
Bolivia are on the verge of pushing through one of the most radical environmental bills in global
history. The “Mother Earth” law

I

under debate in Bolivia’s legislature will almost certainly be approved, as it has already been
agreed to by the majority governing party, Movimiento Al
Socialismo (MAS).
The law draws deeply on indig-
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enous concepts that view nature
as a sacred home, the Pachamama
(Mother Earth) on which we intimately depend. As the law states,
“Mother Earth is a living dynamic
system made up of the undivided
community of all living beings,
who are all interconnected, inter-

dependent and complementary,
sharing a common destiny.”
The law would give nature legal
rights, specifically the rights to life
and regeneration, biodiversity,
water, clean air, balance, and restoration. Bolivia’s law mandates
a fundamental ecological reorientation of Bolivia’s economy and
society, requiring all existing and
future laws to adapt to the Mother
Earth law and accept the ecological limits set by nature. It calls for
public policy to be guided by
Sumaj Kawsay or Vivir Bien (an
indigenous concept meaning “living well,” or living in harmony
with nature and people), rather
than the current focus on producing more goods and stimulating
consumption.

resents a turning point in Bolivian law: “Existing laws are not
strong enough. This will make industry more transparent. It will
allow people to regulate industry
at national, regional, and local
levels.”

Major

obstacle

However, there is also strong
awareness among Bolivia’s social
movements—in particular for the
Pacto de Unidad (Unity Pact), a
coalition of the country’s five largest social movements and a key

In practical terms, the law requires the government to make a
transition from non-renewable to
renewable energy; to develop new
economic indicators that will assess the ecological impact of all
economic activity; to carry out ecological audits of all private and
state companies; to regulate and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions;
to develop policies of food and
renewable energy sovereignty; to
research and invest resources in
energy efficiency, ecological practices, and organic agriculture; and
to require all companies and individuals to be accountable for
environmental contamination
with a duty to restore damaged environments.
The law will be backed up by a
new Ministry of Mother Earth, an
inter-Ministry Advisory Council,
and an Ombudsman. Undarico
Pinto, leader of the 3.5 millionstrong campesino movement
CSUTCB, which helped draft the
law, believes this legislation repAliran Monthly : Vol.31(4) Page 34

force behind the law—that the
existence of a new law will not be
enough to prompt real change in
environmental practices.
A major obstacle is the fact that
Bolivia is structurally dependent
on extractive industries. Since the
discovery of silver by the Spanish
in the 16th Century, Bolivia’s history has been tied to ruthless exploitation of its people and its environment in order to transfer
wealth to the richest countries;
poet and historian Eduardo
Galeano’s famous book Open

Veins draws largely on the brutal
story of how Bolivia’s exploitation
fuelled the industrial expansion
of Europe. In 2010, 70 per cent of
Bolivia’s exports were still in the
form of minerals, gas, and oil. This
structural dependence will be
very difficult to unravel.
Moreover, there is a great deal of
opposition from powerful sectors,
particularly mining and agro-industrial enterprises, to any ecological laws that would threaten
profits. The main organisation of
soya producers, which claimed
that the law “will make the productive sector unviable”, is one of
many powerful groups who have
already come out against the law.
Within the government, there are
many ministries and officials that
would also like the law to remain
nothing more than a visionary but
ultimately meaningless statement.

International
solidarity
needed
Raul Prada, one of the advisors to
Pacto de Unidad, explained that
the Mother Earth law was developed by Bolivia’s largest social
movements in response to their
perceived exclusion from policymaking by the MAS government,
led by indigenous President Evo
Morales. They have generally
supported MAS since its resounding election victory in 2005, but
were frustrated by what they saw
as a lack of progress. Rather than
merely expressing their concern,
these movements—comprised
mainly of indigenous and farming communities—are pro-actively developing a series of new
laws. Their first priority was the
passage of the Mother Earth Law,
based on a commitment made at
the historic global Peoples Conference on Climate Change held

President Evo Morales

in Bolivia in April 2010. To some
surprise, the diverse movements
soon developed a consensual
agreement that was supported by
MAS legislators.
Raul Prada notes that, even with
significant pressure from social
movements, transitioning to an
economy based on the concept
Vivir Bien will not be easy. “It is
going to be difficult to transit from
an extractive economy. We clearly
can’t close mines straight away,
but we can develop a model where
this economy has less and less
weight. It will need policies developed in participation with movements, particularly in areas such
as food sovereignty. It will need
redirection of investment and policies towards different ecological
models of development. It will
need the cooperation of the international community to develop
regional economies that complement each other.”
Ultimately, though, this is a challenge far bigger than Bolivia, says
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Prada: “Our ecological and social
crisis is not just a problem for Bolivia or Ecuador; it is a problem
for all of us. We need to pull together peoples, researchers, and
communities to develop real concrete alternatives so that the dominant systems of exploitation don’t
just continue by default. This is
not an easy task, but I believe with
international solidarity, we can
and must succeed.” q

Nick Buxton interviewed Raul Prada, one
of the key advisers to
social movements on
the law, and wrote this
piece as a result. It was
first published at Yes
Magazine
(http://
www.yesmagazine.org/
) and re-posted on TNI
at http://www.tni.org/
article/law-motherearth-behind-boliviashistoric-bill.
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FOCUS ON SARAWAK

Is

Sarawak

deforested?

Lim Swee Bin caught up with Brimas director Mark Bujang
and seized the opportunity to find out the real extent of
deforestation in Sarawak. Is it 30 per cent or 85 per cent of
the state’s total land area?
Could you define deforestation?
Deforestation is an act of clearing
the jungle either by logging or agriculture.
Does deforestation mean total
decimation of the trees and other
vegetation?
Mark
Bujang

met Mark Bujang, the
Executive Director of
Borneo Research Institute Malaysia Sarawak
(Brimas) recently and seized the
opportunity to clear some points
with him, in light of the ongoing
conflicting information on the extent of deforestation in Sarawak –
with figures ranging from 30 per
cent to 85 per cent of the state’s
total land area.

I

Mark, who is a geologist trained
in the University of Otago in New
Zealand, has been with Brimas
since 1998. This NGO is actively
involved in defending indigenous
communities against development intrusions onto their lands.
Brimas does comprehensive mapping of traditional lands and forest use, and its maps are tendered
as evidence in support of Native
Customary Rights land claims in
court.

No, unless it is clear-cutting. Deforestation is a thinning of the forest.
Do you mean then that deforested areas still look green?
Yes. You can have deforestation
and the area still looks green because smaller trees and other vegetation are still there.
Could you clarify what Brimas
means when it says that 85 per
cent of Sarawak’s land area has
been deforested?
We mean the areas where activities have been carried out on virgin forest. The figure covers all
types of activities – logging, plantations and farming. Logging and
plantations contribute more to
deforestation than farming by the
communities, though the authorities like to lay the blame on the
practice of shifting cultivation by
local communities. Logging alone
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accounts for nearly 60 per cent of
the areas deforested so far.
The 85 per cent figure includes
areas of forest which have not
been totally cleared but are thinner compared with pristine forest.
As said earlier, deforestation does
not mean everything has been
cleared.
Some parties have expressed
doubt and have even called your
85 per cent figure a “myth”. A
friend who has worked in the Lun
Bawan and B’ekalalan districts
told me the forests are still there.
I am not surprised. Samling (one
of the top five logging companies
in the state and a global giant in
the timber trade) just began logging in these two districts about
two years ago. Of course, you still
see trees and green. The community there – the Kelabits – are already affected. They have heard
of other communities hit by loggers and are organising themselves. They have formed an NGO
to stop the encroachment.
We are not the only ones on this
issue. The Bruno Manser Fund,
for example, is active in highlighting deforestation in the state, especially with the Penans. In fact,
they are having a “Stop Timber

Corruption” petition campaign
right now.
If I want to see for myself how
things are, I guess I will have to
fly over Sarawak in a helicopter?
A free and easy way is to go to
Google Earth’s satellite images.
You can see continuous lightbrown lines curving, twisting and
criss-crossing the forest. These are
logging tracks and are usually
found on the top of mountain
ridges. They are the best evidence.
Logging tracks means logging is
on. The worst of these are in the
Baram and Belaga districts in the
northern and central regions respectively.
You can also see the contrasts. In
Brunei, you will see dark green
which shows pristine forests.
Cross the border into Sarawak
and you immediately see a lighter
green which means thinner forests. Go along the coastal areas
and you will see red and brown
blocks. These are the plantations.
For a view of this fact, please see
these satellite photos here.
If you fly into Sarawak, the first
thing you see is that all the land
in the coastal areas has been
cleared for oil palm plantations.
As you go further inland, you see
the tell-tale tracks which, as I have
said, are the best evidence of logging.
But, if the forest areas are just
thinned down and not cleared,
are there effects on the wildlife?
Once there is logging, the environment is already affected and the
bio-diversity is changed. Land is
compacted by the Caterpillar tractors and heavy trucks moving up

and down with the loads of timber. Rivers get silted, dirty and
unfit for life. There is a Greenpeace
report on Sarawak’s plantation
areas which discusses the effects.
As we have seen, first there is logging. Then, when all the timber is
harvested, the area is converted to
plantations. That is when clear
cutting, or total decimation of the
forest, happens.
I am thinking of your famous
hornbills.
You seldom see them nowadays.
Before, you can see them flying
around, even in towns like Miri.
Now, even in the rural areas, it is
tough to spot them.
Let’s talk about plantations.
What is the history on this? When
did plantations start in the state?
The development of plantations
became aggressive from 1997. Before that, the state government was
experimenting but did not succeed
until they came up with the new
concept of NCR (Native Customary Rights) development. The said
purpose is rural development and
natives were promised 30 per cent
of shares in joint-venture
schemes.
Now, 10 to 12 years later, complaints are coming in from the
communities that they did not get
much benefit. To-date, they have
only received irregular, small, oneoff payments. The promised dividends never came and they kept
being told year after year that the
companies were not doing well.
There is no transparency in the accounts of the companies, and the
communities have been left in the
dark though they are supposed to
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be shareholder-partners.
What is the total area already converted into plantations?
Our mapping puts this at about
30 per cent of Sarawak’s land
area. The state authorities define
plantations as “forests.”
You have mentioned that the
state government intends to develop 5m hectares of plantation
out of the state’s total land area
of 12.4m hectares. How do you
arrive at this figure? Are they to
be found in any official source?
The development of plantations is
now included in the Sarawak
Corridor of Renewable Energy
(Score) masterplan. The figure of
5m hectares cannot be officially
found anywhere, even under
Score. The Sarawak Ministry of
Land and Development has said
it is targeting to open up 3m hectares of oil palm plantations. The
Sarawak Timber Industry Development Corporation has said it
plans to develop 2m hectares of
industrial tree plantations. Other
than these, we have only conflicting information from the Chief
Minister and his other ministers.
So, we take 3 million plus 2 million and get 5 million hectares.
Most information – on the target
areas to be developed and actual
area executed – is not revealed.
What is an industrial tree plantation?
Industrial trees are those you
plant for manufacturing purposes. In Sarawak, the main industry being supported by such
plantations is paper-making. Two
types of trees – eucalyptus and
acacia – have been selected, and

planting started in 2003. Both
these trees are foreign to Sarawak
and are a serious cause for concern. Acacia and eucalyptus trees
are known to drain the moisture
and nutrients of the soil preventing other plant life from growing
in the area. These trees are also a
fire hazard as their dried leaves
catch fire easily – as in their natural habitats they need forest fires
to propagate their seeds.
Your Brimas map showing the 85
per cent deforested areas and
types of activity made an impact
on a lot of people because it lays
out in vivid and shocking proportion the extent of disturbed and
destroyed pristine forests. How
did you arrive at the demarcations shown on the map?
The information in our maps are
derived from maps which we obtained from the Land and Survey
Department, Forestry Department,

EIA reports and also from restricted maps which we managed
to get from friends. Unlike state
authorities, we do not include
plantations under the definition
of “forests”. Our map shows only
very few patches of pristine, virgin forests left – these are the green
patches at our border with
Kalimantan. Logging concessionaires are packed tightly like jigsaw pieces against each other.
There is no area left untouched in
between for the indigenous communities or wildlife. Please see the
land use map below:
Finally, may I have your personal
comments?
The government is always blaming the natives for the deforestation through their practice of shifting cultivation. We dispute this.
The indigenous communities
have been doing shifting cultivation since time immemorial,
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within their territorial areas. They
did not impact the forest much.
Ever since commercial logging
and plantation began in the 1960s
and peaked in the mid-1980s till
mid-1990s, we have seen massive
and systematic deforestation,
which is not sustainable and
which directly impacts the environment and the life of local communities. q

Lim Swee Bin is an exjournalist who left mainstream media because
she could not practise
real journalism. Her concern for the people of
Sarawak has prompted
her to take up her pen
again. She coordinates an
internet mailing list
called Focus on Sarawak.
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PKR succeeds against all odds
The party has made inroads in Sarawak; it now faces new
challenges in building up the state-level Pakatan coalition
by Andrew Aeria

PKR press conference after Sarawak election results were announced

BN’s

bloodied

nose

points from 62.93 per cent to
55.24 per cent. If there was a consolation prize for the BN, it was
that the lynchpin of the Sarawak
BN, Parti Pesaka Bumiputera
Bersatu (PBB) led by Chief Minister (CM) Abdul Taib Mahmud,
managed to win all the 35 seats
it contested. Still, it only did so
with a reduced share of the
popular vote (2006 - 29 per cent;
2011 - 28.66 per cent), meaning
that even PBB is slipping.

y the time the electoral
dust had settled late on
16 April, it was clear
that despite Barisan
Nasional (BN) having thrown
even the proverbial kitchen sink
at the Sarawak Pakatan Rakyat
(PR/Pakatan) opposition coalition, it won only 55 out of 71 seats.
The opposition secured 15 seats
(DAP - 12; PKR - 3) with a BNfriendly independent taking one.

B

The BN’s share of the popular
vote slumped 7.7 percentage

Abdul Taib Mahmud
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